
INTRODUCTION
This assignment charts a 5 week intensive in 2 and 3-d, digital and tactile, iterative and sequential processes. Emphasis will 
be placed on both high productivity and well-crafted artifacts.

ASSIGNMENT 1 WEEK 5
DISCOVERING MATERIAL FORM 

ASSIGNMENT 1 WEEKS 1-5  WILL CONSTITUTE A BODY OF WORK THAT WILL BE 
SUBMITTED FOR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT  AT THE END OF WEEK 5 .

Bella Vucich, 2018- Hybrid series.
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BRIEF 
/ DISCOVERING MATERIAL FORM 
 

Week 5

This is an exercise in HYBRID digital and tactile ideation- sequential & iterative process. It is an 
exercise in the fundamentals of composition, spatial considerations, texture, scale, proportion, material 
experimentation, light source/ shadow, abstraction, tone, texture, layout, repetition and refinement.

hybrid

noun
1.
BIOLOGY
the offspring of two plants or animals of different species or varieties, such as a mule.
“the bird was a hybrid of a goose and a swan”
synonyms: cross, cross-breed, mixed-breed; More
2.
a thing made by combining two different elements.
“jungle is a hybrid of reggae and house music”
adjective
1.
of mixed character; composed of different elements.
“hybrid diesel-electric buses”

Select a verb.
 
For this set of works you are asked to work with Hybrid digital and tactile practices. Essentially you are 
asked to combine and reconfigure all the best parts of your process to date in a hybrid form.

Using only simple, abstract, primary or platonic forms (and space) communicate your verb visually. 
There should be no figurative elements.  Instead try to employ relevant shapes to describe the essence, 
quality or state, of the verb  (squares, rectangles, circles, polygons, cubes, cylinders, domes, rectilinear 
elements, tetrahedrons, octahedrons, dodecahedrons, - or distortions of these pure forms).

These final works should employ any combination of the processes you have previously used. Which of 
the digital techniques that you have used have worked well and why ? Which of the tactile techniques 
that you have used have worked well and why ? How can you combine these to further the complexity 
of the project ? How can you extend and explore the use of the technologies employed in a more 
unexpected or unpredictable way ? 
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Produce 30 works by the beginning of week 7. You need to pin these up in your studio spaces. Select the 
10 best of these and hang them separately them in your studios. 
Works should be A4.

Photograph ( or scan)  and Print the very best work (1 work) on carefully selected stock A3 or larger. 
This stock should be at least 160 gsm. It might be softly coloured, textured, shiny etc. Choose a stock 
that is sympathetic to the work- (i.e if the image is very high contrast then a very cold crsip white will 
heighten this aspect, or if an image is very subtle and soft perhaps  a much softer tone and texture will 
add to the graininess of the image . Experiment with which stock to use at a smaller scale first.

Perhaps you want to combine images / or parts of images from the previous 3 weeks . This might be 
done digitally and printed as a final output .
Reverse the tonal range with Photoshop or create a solarized effect.
Digitally manipulate and overlay these images. Use effects, masks and transparency settings to alter and 
combine them.

It might be that you wish to custom feed a piece of paper into the photocopier several times in a way 
that provokes a less controlled out put. It might be that you decide to print an image on photographic 
paper and distort or alter it with turps. It might be that you wish to photograph your objects with other 
earlier images projected onto them/ or earlier works act as a site for the documentation of the objects. 
Perhaps you wish to install parts from the last 3 weeks in a clean space with considered intent and 
photograph this to produce a hybrid work. Again the options are extensive . You should aim to do more 
of what you assess that you are good at and focus on how you can extend and interrogate that ability.

Work from one work to the next carrying over what has worked well, eliminating less successful parts 
and introducing new elements. 
These works should eliminate detail that is not in the service of the communication of the verb. Work 
and rework, layer and add, edit and remove elements. These should finally be small charts of decisions 
and revisions.

If you want to work digitally try printing the best 10 on different types and tones of paper stock (a 
textured paper/ a velvety stock/ a light cream tone/ a brittle white.) It will be ok to print out the 20 
works as small sized prints a few to a page  (4-6) but you should print each of the selected 10 at A4 on a 
thicker paper stock (160gsm perhaps). Try printing some on translucent paper and layering these.

All photos must be in a clean set up. Use a gallery space for these installs or the Photographic studio/ 
or perhaps a corner of your studio that is unused/ or if they are relatively small perhaps a large sheet of 
white paper will suffice as a site.  Images should focus on the essential qualities of the elements in space. 
Ensure the images are well framed and composed and do not have any extraneous detail (no cats /no 
duvets/ no selfies!).
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Negative and Positive Space:

Their relationship is critical. These things cannot exist with out each other. Think of when you put 
your hand into water; The water fills all the space around your hand like a perfect unique glove. In 
composition, the positive and negative aspects should be equally reliant. This makes for a dynamic 
spatial arrangement and it makes for a dynamic and activated space in a photographic composition .

Produce 30 digital works by the end of  the Wednesday session next week. You need to pin these up in 
your studio spaces. 

Select the 10 best of these and hang them separately them in your studios. 
Works should be A4.

You will need to print all the images out and hang them in your studio - As with the other works you 
should select and separate the best 10 . You can print the less successful work a few to a page ( 4-6 ).
Print the best 10 on different paper stocks to see how it effects the image.

CHECKLIST :
The following terms are defined succinctly in the definitions document should you need to refer to this - On 
Moodle ( Week 1)

Ensure you consider and experiment with the following:

Composition:
Experiment with the relationship between forms and edge. 
Experiment with the distance between forms in the work . 
See how these relationships provoke tension and movement or maintain a magnetic quality.

Ensure that you interact with the edge; 
In at least 5 works touch the edge of the support with the form in 1 place . 
In at least 5 works touch the edge of the support with the form in 2 places. 
In at least 5 works touch the edge of the support in 3 places.

Figure and Field:

First produce a field in which the abstract “figure” or figures can sit (or float.) This could be very simple 
or very detailed. You might photograph textures and invert of distort them in the chosen software.

You could use the gradient tool to indicate aerial perspective or achieve spatial depth. 

Use the adjustments layer tools to merge and combine elements. Use the opacity setting to alter the 
degree of translucency of the forms. Experiment with all the brush settings and construct simple 
polygons using the shape tool.
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Experiment with how you can tilt the figure or form and re-imagine it in perspective to create a 
dynamic relationship or tension between the field and the figure. You can observe the 3d works to help 
you describe space in a 2d form.

Negative and Positive Space:
Their relationship is critical. Theses things cannot exist with out each other. Think of when you put 
your hand into water; The water fills all the space around your hand like a perfect unique glove. In 
composition the positive and negative aspects should be equally reliant. This makes for a dynamic 
image.

If the figure is black in one work -reverse it in the next .
Pretend the figure is so large it will not fit on the paper and collage or paint only the part that “falls” on 
the surface .

Consider proportions in the composition;
In 1 work make the positive space  take up 50 % of the surface.
In 1 work make the positive space  take up 80% of the surface.
In 1 work make the positive space  take up 20 % of the surface.
Which proportion helps you to communicate the essence of the verb best ? WHY ?

Tone: 
You are asked to use Black and White but you can also use the vast and rich range of greys- Try adding 
small amounts of other colours to the greys so provoke a warmer or cooler tone. Experiment with how 
this makes elements float forward or recede in space.

Well made:

These works might be quite simple but they should be beautifully crafted. This does not mean they need 
to be neat (though they might be very exact).
It means you need to use a range of techniques and supports and you must continue to work and re 
work them until they are exactly as you want them. If the process you employ is very quick you might 
need to make more than 30 to get 10 good ones.

Research:
You need to research other practitioners who deal with similar problems . As part of your In class 
Assignment you are expected to gather relevant works by other artists and Designers. 30 a week is not 
too much to expect (120 in total ). These could be gathered easily on Pinterest. Make a separate board 
for this and link it on your wordpress site. Ensure you write a contextual statement which discusses 
why you have selected these works , how they function in a formal sense and how they have been 
instructional to you. 200-300 words / 120 images total.
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WEEK 5 PROJECT DELIVERABLES

1.       Produce 30 A4 2d digital iterative drawings based on the prompt of your      
 selected verb

2. Print all ( 20 can be printed a few to a sheet - but the best 9 should be printed A4 of varied  
               paper stocks

3. Select and Isolate the best 10 (of 30 )

4. Print the very best (1) on larger stock A3 or greater
  
5.      Gather 30 images of artist Designer examples employ similar abstract and simple forms in  
 their work. These could be easily gathered on Pinterest . 
 
 (Please see the following links as a starting point )
 https://www.pinterest.nz/tingrew/platonic-prototyping/
 &
 https://www.pinterest.nz/tingrew/positive-and-negative-space/

6.	 Upload	compressed	files	to	your	wordpress	site	.

THIS DOCUMENT OUTLINES THE EXPECTATIONS FOR WEEK  
5 ONLY. AT THE END OF THE 6 WEEKS YOU WILL HAND IN 
120 WORKS WITH 40 SELECTED AS THE VERY BEST.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

1.       120 Drawings (in 2 Tactile and Digital / 2 and 3D)
2.      A		defined	selection	of	the	best	examples	from	all	the	Drawings
 (40 in total ).
3. Evidence of research into Art and Design practices that employ primary / platonic forms  
 forms. 
4. Contextualisation of that research; 200-300 words / 120 images total.
 
ALL PROTOTYPES AND RESEARCH DOCUMENTATION WILL BE LOADED TO YOUR 
WORDPRESS SITE.
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COURSE DETAILS

ICIB5101 ASSIGNMENT 1

COURSE WEIGHTING This course is assessed using formative and summative    
    assessments.  There will be a formative hand in for Weeks 1-5  
    in week 5  and another in Week 10. 
    
    The overall course ( 14 weeks ) will be 100 % summatively        
    assessed at the end of the semester. It can be considered then   
	 	 	 	 that	Weeks	1-5	constitute	%40	of	the	final	grade.

DUE DATE   End of Week 5
    ASSIGNMENT 1 DUE Friday 29th March 9:30am
    Be	advised	that	we	have	offered	the	option	of	an	extension	for	those		
    that need it till the 7th of April 5pm.
    Please advise us by email when you have submitted.

RETURN DATE  12th April 
CONTACT HOURS   5 hours/week, lectures, group and individual tutorials (see semester  
    planner)

SELF DIRECTED   7 hours/week

COURSE CO-ORDINATOR Emma Smith  esmith@unitec.ac.nz

TEACHING STAFF  Kristy Gorman kgorman@unitec.ac.nz
    Ben Jarrett bjarrett@unitec.ac.nz
    Emma Smith  esmith@unitec.ac.nz

    
ATTENDANCE	 	 100%		Please	notify	staff	of	your	absence	or	lateness.
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COURSE AIMS

This course aims to introduce students to the histories of, and ideas associated with, a range of 
approaches to design,  design thinking, creativity, and creative problem solving as well as integrated 
creative practice. This course will provide students with the ability to work in teams in order to 
develop an understanding of how to creatively solve complex problems and develop user-centred 
solutions.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:

1. Identify and describe the whakapapa of creativity and design - from traditional knowledge’s  
   to the contemporary,

2. Survey the fundamental concepts of, and links between, creativity and design by looking at a  
    range of examples and models,

3. Review and present an evaluation using a critical thinking evaluation,

4. Demonstrate functional and operational understanding of creativity and design principles as       
 they apply to creative practice,

5. Utilise a creative thinking approach to create a collection of solutions that employ principles  
 and elements of design.
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA & WEIGHTING

Analysis 25%

Demonstrate an ability to conduct on-going analysis in the realisation of creative outcomes.
Evidence	of	continuous	evaluation	through	experimentation,	reflection,	critique	and	contextual	
research - analysis may include but is not limited to personal, situational, aesthetic and cultural 
contexts surrounding the making of practical work. 

Exploration 25%

Demonstrate an ability to make critical and inventive decisions in developing creative work.
Evidence of investigation and development of creative propositions through extensive practical 
exploration (i.e. the making of work). Exploration is manifest within experimental and imaginative 
responses, which promote the establishment of individual and inventive modes of practice.

Research 25%

Demonstrate practically an understanding of how research informs practice.
Evidence of a considered and strategic approach in understanding the interdependence of research 
and	practical	exploration	-	research	is	seen	as	the	process	by	which	the	factors	influencing	the	
development	of	creative	outcomes	are	identified,	explored	and	framed	within	the	context	of	a	central	
proposition.

Realisation 25%

Demonstrates	refinement	and	resolution	as	evidenced	through	the	appropriate	use	of	processes,	
procedures, materials and technology.
Evidence of communication by explicit and implicit means, of insights, concepts and issues relevant 
to	the	field	of	practice.		Realisation	is	effected	through	the	process	of	bringing	together	the	outcomes	
of analysis, practical exploration, and research, so that they interact to form a holistic outcome as 
well as by the means with which this outcome is presented. 
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA GUIDE

 

Conceptually: Analyse 
effective strategies and 
contexts to elicit a range of 
meaningful possibilities 
from a central proposition.

Conceptually: Instigate 
multiple possibilities for 
further development by 
engaging with and 
reflecting upon practical 
outcomes.

Conceptually: Extrapolate 
and evaluate relevant 
contextual, historical and 
theoretical material to 
substantiate an individual 
proposition.

Conceptually: Consolidate 
understanding of the 
interdependence of 
concepts materials and 
technologies through the 
manipulation of processes 
and procedures.

Conceptually: Analyse a 
range of contextual 
material to substantiate and 
convey a central 
proposition.

Conceptually: Frame 
relevant possibilities and 
concepts and purposefully 
exploit their practical 
potential.

Conceptually: Demon-
strate knowledge and 
understanding of practice 
within broader, contextual 
historical and theoretical 
contexts.

Conceptually: Monitor, 
extend, modify and refine 
practical skills in manipulat-
ing processes, procedures, 
materials and technologies.

Conceptually: Explore and 
develop interpretations 
pertaining to a central 
proposition.

Conceptually: Utilise 
experimental approaches 
and respond appropriately 
within the chosen field of 
practice.

Conceptually: Demon-
strate that research has 
been undertaken into the 
practice of others.

Conceptually: 
Demonstrate understanding 
of the characteristics and 
constraints of established 
processes, procedures, 
materials and technologies. 

Conceptually: Lack of 
clarity around the central 
ideas being explored and 
conveyed.

Conceptually: Evidence 
provided does not 
substantiate engagement 
with either experimental, or 
experiential approaches to 
practice.

Conceptually: Little or no 
evidence of ability to 
undertake independent 
research.

Conceptually: Represents 
the creative outcome(s) 
poorly. Provides Insufficient 
evidence to demonstrate 
adequate understanding.

Practically: Independently 
evaluate own work and 
reflect upon it to 
substantiate individual 
sensibilities.

Practically: Consciously 
adjust practical strategies 
in response to perceived 
opportunities for further 
experimentation and 
invention.

Practically:  Explore 
connections that open 
networks between practice 
and related theoretical and 
methodological approach-
es.

Practically:  Demonstrate 
commitment to 
professional and ethical 
responsibilities with 
awareness of the broader 
cultural contexts and 
professional domains of 
practice.

Practically: Applies 
evaluative criteria to 
enhance individual modes 
of practice.

Practically: Recognize 
unanticipated opportunities 
to develop creative 
possibilities in the making 
of work.

Practically:  Establish and 
sustain links between 
research activities and 
practical work.

Practically:  Demonstrate 
appropriate organizational 
and management skills in 
the effective realisation of 
professional outcomes.

Practically: Evaluate work 
within a critical framework 
to enable subsequent 
development.

Practically: Use relevant 
sources to generate and 
develop practical ideas.

Practically:  Practically 
engage with the means by 
which research informs 
practice

Practically:  Respond 
willingly to relevant 
feedback, manage 
independent study, monitor 
progress and make 
appropriate decisions for 
development of activities 
within the available time.

Practically: Work shows no 
evidence of being 
developed further from 
initial ideas.

Practically: No evidence 
that ideas are being 
clarified through 
generations of practical 
explorations.

Practically:  Evidence 
presented shows little 
understanding of how 
research informs practice.  

Practically:  Insufficient 
evidence to suggest a 
sustained engagement with 
practice 
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SUBMISSIONS / TIME EXTENSION 

Refer to the submission timeframe for all assessed tasks during the semester. Project assignments 
are to be presented as discussed no later than the allocated studio time on the due date of each 
assignment / submission. 

All work, complete or incomplete, must be submitted on time. If you are absent for any reason on a 
day of submission you must do two things:

• you must call (voicemail) or email your course coordinator BEFORE the beginning of class to 
notify them of your absence. If you are unable to call, please have someone else do it for you.

• your work must be submitted on the day of assessment. Ensure that it is marked with the 
subject name, lecturer name, date and time of submission. 

LATE POLICY

The following policy applies to all work handed in for assessment whether the assessment is 
formative	in	nature	(i.e.	feedback	that	does	not	contribute	to	final	course	grade),	or	summative	
(which	does	contribute	to	final	course	grade).

Provided that a clear due date for the submission of work to be assessed has been given either at the 
start of an assignment or within a reasonable time prior to the due date then the following penalties 
will apply for lateness:

- Up to seven calendar days late: the overall grade for the work assessed will be dropped two grading 
steps for example B will be registered as C+.

- From eight to fourteen calendar days late: the overall grade for the work assessed will be dropped 
four grading steps for example B will be registered as C-.

- Work submitted more that 14 calendar days after the due date will not be assessed.

These conditions apply to all courses within the Department of Design and Visual Art unless the 
course	lecturer	has	specified	variations	to	them	at	the	outset	of	a	course	or	assignment.

If you need extra time due to illness or extraordinary circumstances beyond your control, then you 
will need to apply for Special Consideration. Refer to the notes on Special Consideration in this 
document.
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SPECIAL ASSESSMENT CIRCUMSTANCES (SAC)

Information for Students:
In the event you are unable to meet scheduled deadlines or have unexpected situations arise 
(Medical, personal, death etc) you may need to familiarize yourself with the systems of support and 
processes outlined in the handbook. These are fair and formal procedures that will acknowledge 
your individual circumstance and account for it in relation to assessment expectations and events.
To be eligible for Special Assessment Circumstances, you must show that your studies have 
been	adversely	affected	by	illness,	misadventure	or	other	extraordinary	cause	or	circumstances	
reasonably beyond your control. Your situation must be unusual, uncommon or abnormal. Special 
Assessment Circumstances for group work will not be granted. Missing classes due to holidays are 
not granted.

Possible Outcomes of SAC applications:
1.	Granted	-	will	be	reflected	in	the	marking	process
You may be eligible for up to 5% in addition to your marks. For this to be granted you must attend 
presentations	or	submit	work	on	the	required	due	date	(even	if	not	complete).
2. Granted - eligible for alternative assessment
For most issues an extension of one week will normally be granted.
For more serious issues an extension of two weeks will normally be granted.
3. Not Granted

STUDENT SERVICES

Unitec Counselling Service
Building 180, Mt Albert campus
Hours - Monday to Thursday, 8.00am - 5.00pm
Friday, 8.00am - 4.30pm
Contact - Counselling Centre Administrator
Phone: +64 9 815 4321 ext 8160
Mobile: +64 21 455 764
Email: counselling@unitec.ac.nz

Building 1 Library
Building 1 (Architecture, Art & Design), 
Gate 1, Mt Albert campus
Monday to Thursday, 8.30am - 8.00pm
Friday, 8.30am - 4.30pm
Saturday, 9.00am - 4.30pm
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LEARNING SUPPORT

Te	Puna	Ako:	This	is	our	primary	learning	support	service	on	campus.	They	offer	structured	and	
timetabled courses and workshops, they will give small tutorials and can see people on a one to 
one basis as time permits. One of the key people at Te Puna Ako is Cat Mitchell, she is familiar with 
writing within the Art and Design discipline and has worked extensively with design students.

Where is it: Te Puna Ako is located in the Hub (near where the Red Lecture Theatre is).                                
Who	Can	go:	Any	student	enrolled	on	campus	can	seek	assistance	from	the	staff	at	Te	Puna	Ako,	
with any academic aspect of their course (primarily reading & writing).                                                                                
What	can	they	help	you	with:	Research	skills,	Essay	structure,	Writing	skills,	Language	difficulties,	
Proof reading, Referencing.                      
                                                                                                                                               
Workshops:	We	will	post	appropriate	workshops	and	courses	they	offer	to	assist	you	with	writing	
skills (as they emerge) on Moodle.                              

N.B.  We will also consider organizing a specialized workshop with Te Puna Ako to address essay 
writing	specific	to	our	design	course	closer	to	the	essay	due	date.	If	you	are	interested	in	this	let	your	
tutor know.

Disability Liaison Centre: Provides support for students with disabilities (physical, learning and 
other disabilities that may inhibit progress and success) They can provide mobility assistance, 
readers, writers and will assist you with note taking and challenges associated with writing and 
studio practice relating to your disability. Notify them now if you have a disability as help is 
available; success and achievement is for every one.

Other Services:  Unitec provides extensive support through Student Services including religious, 
financial,	counselling,	osteopathy	and	medical	advice,	refer:	Health	Centre,	USU,	Osteopathy	
Centre, The Recreation Centre, Counselling Centre to mention a few. Further to this your tutors will 
make	strategic	efforts	to	be	available	and	have	nominated	office	hours	to	service	student	needs	and	
provide one to one support for students. Please contact your tutors through email to make a time if 
required.

We wish you all the best with your on going study and want to signal the need for all students to 
utilize the learning opportunities and support services available in order to achieve and succeed.  
Continue on for information on referencing that will help you with your formal writing skills and 
clarify referencing styles.   

REFERENCING

How to reference an assignment?
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For the purposes of writing an essay we recommend the APA (American Psychological Association) bibliographic 
conventions that are widely used in the humanities.  Bibliographic conventions allow others to locate your references.  
APA conventions have been assembled for almost every possible publication you would ever be likely to cite, however, 
the most important thing is to be consistent and make sure that you attend to the three main points (author, title, 
publication data).

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed.). (2010). 
 Washington DC: American Psychological Association.

You	must	correctly	cite	your	references/quotations	within	your	writing,	and	also	provide	the	full	
reference title in your Reference List.

What is in-text referencing?
When you use the words or ideas of another writer, you have to name that author within your own writing. This is 
in-text referencing, also known as citation.  There are two basic ways of incorporating material you read into your own 
writing:

Paraphrasing (also called indirect quotation) is putting the information into your own words. When paraphrasing you may also 
summarise (putting the main ideas into your own words as briefly as possible) but it is important not to change the meaning of 
the original text.

Quoting is copying exactly the words of the author(s).

Generally, the lecturer wants to assess your own work to be sure that you have an understanding of the topic. They 
can’t give you credit for words and ideas copied out of books, no matter how relevant and well-written these are. As a 
guideline,	no	more	than	10%	of	your	written	assignment	should	be	direct	quotations.	However,	it	is	a	good	idea	to	check	
with your lecturer to see what he or she will accept.

Avoid	using	too	many	quotations
All	quotations	and	paraphrases	need	to	be	introduced	and	referred	to	in	your	text	in	some	way.	You	need	to	show	how	
each	quotation	is	relevant	and	discuss	and	comment	on	it.	In	other	words,	‘weave	it	in’,	as	lecturers	often	say.
         
Managing	quotations	in	your	text
A short quotation (less than 40 words) is included within your own text. You have to copy the words of the author exactly. A 
short quotation is put inside quotation marks. The source is indicated by brackets that include author’s family name, year of 
publication, page number. For example (Jawal, 1999, p. 456).

Longer (or block) quotations (40 words or more) should stand out from the body of the text. Indent longer quotations by 1.27cm 
and do not use quotation marks. Note the location of the fullstop:

	 The	best	way	to	ensure	the	future	prosperity	of	New	Zealand	is	to	ensure	that	everyone	has	access	to	quality		
 education. The introduction of direct fees and increased diversion of funds towards private providers is unlikely  
 to achieve that end. (Martin, 1998, p. 26)

When leaving words out replace with ... (ellipsis points):
“Only in the most recent of the past 30 months   have stocks moved higher” (Trott, 2003, p. 26).

When adding words enclose them in square brackets [...]
“There are two or three others that have spoken to us about the possibilities – particularly given the undertakings 
that we have made to the Commerce Commission and the ACCC – as to whether they could take advantage of those 
[proposed] commitments” (Ansley, 2003, p. A3).

How to do in-text references
Examples of paraphrases

Put in-text references within or at the end of the sentence :
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As Jones and Grant (1991) state, essay writers are sometimes aware that they are doing something wrong once they see 
their	grade,	but	not	sure	of	how	to	find	the	right	way	to	proceed.

It has been suggested that there may or may not be any right answers (Jones & Grant, 1991).

Paraphrase that cites two or more sources: note that the order is alphabetical:
Others argue that much of the work that managers do involves leadership of one form or another (Fiedler & Chermers, 
1974; Robbins, Bergman, & Stagg, 1997; Vecchio, Hearn, & Southey, 1994).

Examples	of	short	quotations	from	different	sources:
 
From a book, put the author’s surname, the year and page number :
and it could be argued that “the glamour associated with new buildings such as the Auckland casino serves to mask the 
tragedy associated with gambling” (Falconer, 1999, p. 221). Another factor  

For 2 authors:
Wells and Dixon (1993) state that “the purpose of an information system is to convert raw unprocessed data into 
meaningful information” (p. 22). From this we can conclude that 

For 3 to 5 authors, cite all the first time, then put first author and et al. :
A learning tool can be described as “a practical device that teachers can use to devise learning activities that develop 
knowledge and skills of their students” (Cubitt, Irvine, & Dow, 2000, p. 1). A portfolio is one useful example (Cubitt et al., 
2000).

For 6 or more authors, cite only the surname of the first author followed by et al.:
According to Ramstad et al. (2007), “all islands currently inhabited by tuatara are protected reserves” (p. 462), which 

For a quote from a chapter in an edited collection, put family name of author of chapter, year of edited collection and page 
number:
“Learning vocabulary through listening is one type of learning through meaning-focused input” (Nation, 2002, p. 114).

To quote something quoted or paraphrased from another work:
Change in business practice is essential because, as Singer (1993) states “the pressure to re-examine the ethical basis of 
our lives is upon us in a way that it never has been before” (as cited in Dalton, 1996, p. 180).

From a newspaper, put author, year of publication and page number:
“Politicians have rejected a proposed new law which would have ” (Tunnah, 2003, p. B1).

No author - for a newspaper article, cite the title of article, year and page number:
“Investors	were	put	off	by	a	resurgence	in	bond	yields	that	could	choke	the	US	economic	recovery”	(“Bonds	bounce	
back,” 2003, p. C4).

No author - for a dictionary cite the name of the dictionary:
Communication	is	defined	as	“the	imparting	or	exchange	of	information,	ideas	or	feelings”	(Collins	Shorter	English	
Dictionary, 1994, p. 226).

Corporate author: when a group is an “author”, cite full name of organisation. Give the organisation’s name in full the first time 
and abbreviated thereafter:
“Blindness in people with diabetes can occur suddenly with no warning” (Ministry of Health [MOH], 2003, p. 1). With 
this in mind, more needs to be done to address the issue of...

When no date is given:
“These	are	people	who	know	and	see	more	than	one	way	of	doing	things.	Because	of	this,	they	have	much	to	offer,	both	
in	the	classroom	and	beyond”	(Pacific	Island	Students’	Academic	Achievement	Collective,	n.d.,	p.	8).
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For personal communications (emails, interviews, conversations, letters, etc). These are not included in the reference list:
“The	staff	at	this	organization	could	benefit	from	more	one-on-	one	communication”	(J.	Knight,	personal	
communication, May 3, 2013).

Online source with author and date and page number: 
Thottam (2003) has stated that “more and more of the jobs that are moving abroad today are highly skilled and highly 
paid — the type that U.S. workers assumed would always remain at home” (p. 1).

Online source with no page number, put number of paragraph:
“Effective	today,	WHO	is	lifting	its	recommendation	that	people	postpone	all	but	essential	travel”	(World	Health	
Organisation [WHO], 2003, para. 1).

N.B. While these examples are all direct quotations, the referencing details also apply to 
paraphrases. The difference is that you are usually not required to include page numbers for 
paraphrased material.

Reference Listing

Book with one author
King, M. (2000). Wrestling with the angel: A life of Janet Frame. Auckland, New Zealand: Viking.

Book with two authors
Dancey, C. P., & Reidy, J. (2004). Statistics without maths for psychology: Using SPSS for Windows (3rd ed.). Harlow, England: 
Pearson/Prentice Hall.

Book with three to five authors (see Library APA referencing webpage for six or more authors)
Krause, K.-L., Bochner, S., & Duchesne, S. (2006). Educational psychology for learning and teaching (2nd ed.). Melbourne, 
Australia: Thomson.

Book or report by a corporate author e.g. organisation, association, government department
International Labour Organization. (2007). Equality at work: Tackling the challenges (International Labour Conference 
report). Geneva, Switzerland: Author.

Book chapter in edited book
Kestly, T. (2010). Group sandplay in elementary schools. In A. A. Drewes, & C. E. Shaefer (Eds.), School-based play therapy 
(2nd ed., pp. 257-282). Hoboken, NJ: John Wileys & Sons.

Conference paper online – (see Library APA referencing webpage for alternative formats)
Bochner, S. (1996, November). Mentoring in higher education: Issues to be addressed in developing a mentoring program. Paper 
presented at the Australian Association for Research in Education Conference, Singapore. Retrieved from http://www.
aare.edu.au/96pap/bochs96018.txt

Course handout/Lecture notes (electronic version)
Archard, S., Merry, R., & Nicholson, C. (2011). Karakia and waiata [Powerpoint slides]. Retrieved from TEPS757-11B (NET): 
Communities of Learners website: http://elearn.waikato.ac.nz/mod/resource/view.php?id=174650

Film – (see Library APA referencing webpage for music and other media) 
Preston, G. (Director/Producer). (2010). Home by Christmas [Motion picture]. New Zealand: Gaylene Preston Production.

Journal article (academic/scholarly) with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
Germann,	F.,	Ebbes,	P.,	&	Grewal,	R.	(2015).	The	chief	marketing	officer	matters!		Journal of Marketing, 79(3), 1-22. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1509/jm.14.0244
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Journal article with no DOI
Germann,	F.,	Ebbes,	P.,	&	Grewal,	R.	(2015).	The	chief	marketing	officer	matters!	Journal of Marketing, 79(3), 1-22.

Magazine/Newspaper article – popular/trade/general interest
Goodwin, D. K. (2002, February 4). How I caused that story. Time, 159(5), 69.

Magazine/Newspaper article with no author
Report casts shadow on biofuel crops. (2007, October 16). Waikato Times, p. 21.

Thesis – Institutional or personal webpage - outside the US
Liu, G. (2014). Improving corporate Internet reporting in China (Doctoral thesis, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New 
Zealand). Retrieved from http://researchcommons.waikato.ac.nz/handle/10289/2241

Webpage
New Zealand Trade and Enterprise. (n.d.). Agribusiness. Retrieved from
https://www.nzte.govt.nz/en/export/market-research/agribusiness/

PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism is the technical term for copying things (from books, from the internet or from other students) 
without acknowledging your sources.  It is one of the most SERIOUS offences Unitec recognizes and can 
ultimately lead to cheats being asked to leave the institution.  Make sure you DON’T DO IT.

SELECTED RESOURCES
This model world : travels to the edge of contemporary art
Anthony Byrt author.
2016 

Meggs’ history of graphic design
Philip Meggs author.; Alston W. Purvis author.
2016
 
6	chapters	in	design	:	Saul	Bass,	Ivan	Chermayeff,	Milton	Glaser,	Paul	Rand,	Ikko	Tanaka,	Henryk	Tomaszewski
Philip B Meggs
1997

Design dialogues
Steven Heller; Elinor Pettit
c1998

Konstantin Grcic : Panorama
Mateo Kries 1974-, editor.; Janna Lipsky author.; Vitra Design Museum.; Z33 (Gallery)
2014

Vitamin P
2002
Available at  Mt Albert, Building 1 (759.06 VIT) and other locations

Photography : a cultural history
Mary Warner Marien
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Vitamin Ph : new perspectives in photography.
2006
Available at  Mt Albert, Building 1 (770.922 VIT) and other locations

Typorama : the graphic work of Philippe Apeloig
Philippe Apeloig 1962- artist.; Alice Morgaine author.; Ellen Lupton author.; Tino Grass editor; Arts décoratifs 
(Organization : Paris, France
2014

Vitamin D : new perspectives in drawing
Johanna Burton
2005
  Mt Albert, Building 1 (741.9242 VIT)
 
Vitamin C : clay + ceramic in contemporary art
Louisa Elderton editor.; Rebecca Morrill editor.
2017
Available at  Mt Albert, Building 1 (738.0922 VIT)
 
Vitamin 3-d : new perspectives in sculpture and installation.
2009
Available at  Mt Albert, Building 1 (730 VIT)

Unmonumental : the object in the 21st century
Richard Flood 1943-; New Museum (New York, N.Y.)
2007

Printing types : New Zealand type design since 1870
Jonty Valentine; Objectspace (Gallery)
c2009

Installation art and the museum presentation and conservation of changing artworks
Vivian van Saaze; OAPEN.
2013
 
Space, site, intervention : situating installation art
Erika Suderburg c 2000
 
Framed Spaces Photography and Memory in Contemporary Installation Art
Monica E McTighe
2012
 
The Forever now : contemporary painting in an atemporal world
Laura J. Hoptman 1962- author.; Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y.), host institution.
2014
Available at  Mt Albert, Building 1 (759.07 HOP)

Painting today.
Tony Godfrey
2009
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